Question

Stuckart

Consistent with new Article 16 of the City Charter, “independent investigatory authority” for the
OPO means the authority necessary for the OPO to fulfill its duties under Section 129, which
includes the requirement to “provide visible, professional, independent civilian oversight of police
officers.” “To conduct independent investigations of complaints and issue and publish closing
What language needs reports in response to complaints filed with the OPO. The OPO may conduct an independent
investigation of any complaint filed with the OPO at any time, regardless of IA action on the
to be included
complaint. The OPO may interview the complainant and any witnesses. In addition to the access to
regarding
SPD officers granted under the existing ordinance, the OPO may request voluntary interviews with
"independent
SPD officers at any time and disclose both the request and the response to the request by the SPD
investigatory
authority" ?
and/or the officers to whom the request is made.”

What flexibility
exists, if any, with
regards to
appointments to the
Police Ombudsman : It must be the chair of the Commission to avoid the Guild even appearing to control the
Commission?
Ombudsman selection process.

Is it critical that the
5th seat on the
Ombudsman
selection committee
be the chair of the
Police Ombudsman
Commission, or is
acceptable to allow
the first 4 to select
the 5th?

What are the
financial parameters?
(total cost
compensation, COLA,
medical)
Will increase compenstation

Waldref

Fagan

Snyder

Allen

At a minimum must have a
outlet with independent
investigatory authority if the
Internal Affairs Process gets
stuck

Ensure the OPO
investigative authority
matches exactly what is
defined and outlined in
Ordinance C-34941, as
that is specifically what
the citizens voted for in
Prop 1.

Wants public input -Agrees with
Salvatori's points. session was
okay. Does not support spelling At a minimum must have a outlet with independent
out non-disciplinary topics in
investigatory authority if the Internal Affairs Process gets
stuck
the TA.

Silent

should have 5th member from
the chair of the commission as
per charter. I am open to the
chair tie-breaker concept.

Silent

SIlent

open to having two union reps
on the commission only if they
are ex-officio. My compromise:
they could be allowed to vote
for commission chair, but
nothing else.
Silent

Will increase compensation if
outside annual wages

Drop the retroactive pay
increase for 2012 &
2013. The police have
already received their pay
raise by default as
awarded by the previous
administration.

Silent

Percentages should lowered to
1% for 12 and 13. If necessary
cut the 4th year and re-open in
15.

McLaughlin

Wants public input - but
seemed like the language
included in Monday
Wants public input - but seemed
session was okay.
like the language included in
Monday session was okay. Include Include this language in
this language in the TA
the TA

Open to some
compromise. Neither
Guild/Captains or
Mayor/Council can block
a nomination. 5th seat
needs to be chair od OPO
Commission. Can accept
the suggestion that the
Chair of the OPO
Commission only gets to
vote if there is a tie.

Comfortable with Guild getting an appointed spot on the
commission from a person no longer in active police
service.

Comfortable with financial terms

Salvatori

Not sure she can support
"voting"representative from the
Guild & LT's/Capt's on the
Commission.

Still on board with financial terms
but nothing more.

I do not object to the
financial terms. They are
generous, but I am
willing to vote for them
as part of a
comprehensive
agreement including
civilian oversight and
body cameras.

